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S. Siedle & Söhne

Postfach 1155
78113 Furtwangen

Bregstraße 1
78120 Furtwangen

Telefon +49 7723 63-0
Telefax +49 7723 63-300
www.siedle.de
info@siedle.de

Designpreis der 
Bundesrepublik Deutschland
Rat für Formgebung

red dot award
Design Zentrum 
Nordrhein Westfalen

iF design award
Industrie Forum Design
Hannover

Internationaler 
Designpreis 
Baden-Württemberg
Design Center Stuttgart

Innovationspreis
Architektur und Bauwesen

design plus
Light + Building
Rat für Formgebung

Neue Sammlung
München

Premio Intel Design
Mailand

European Community
Design Prize

Design: Siedle-Design
Eberhard Meurer

Quality Certification 
to DIN EN ISO 9001

Environmental Certification
to DIN EN ISO 14001 

Siedle products have recei-
ved multiple awards for the
outstanding quality of their
design. :

Although this brochure pro-
vides a broad insight into our
product range, the high-end
communication system “Siedle
Steel” and the Siedle orienta-
tion system are showcased in
their own separate brochure.
Engineered for no-compromise
quality in terms of design,
choice of materials and work-
manship, every Steel system is
individually configured and
built in accordance with indi-
vidual customer specification.
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The Vario modular system
The modules

The call buttons 
The call button module accommodates
one, two, three or four call buttons.
Clearly arranged, tamper-proof at the
front, lit from behind. In larger residental
units, simply combine more modules.

The card reader
Access control and door communication
in a formal and functional unit: The
module integrates standard commercial-
ly available card reading systems, putting
an end to cluttered individual solutions.

The electronic key reader
The alternative to the conventional key:
Holding the electronic key briefly in front
of the reading field opens the door. If
lost, the relevant key is simply disabled
in the system.

The halogen spotlight
The spotlight emphasizes what you want
noticed, accentuates contours and high-
lights design features..

The information
Plenty of space for house numbers,
names, company logos or opening
hours. Also for user lists in combination
with the code lock. With lighting.

The key-operated switch
Alarm systems, garage doors, roller
blinds - whatever you might wish to
open or shut: Key operated switches are
welcomed with open arms into the Vario
family. The module accommodates all
standard profile half-cylinders.

The video camera
High-resolution colour camera with 
adjustable wide-angle lens, integrated
infrared lighting and automatic night
switchover to monochrome operation. 

What it is you want, where you
want it and even when you
want it: With Siedle Vario, door
communication adapts itself to
your needs and preferences.
Siedle Vario fits in around you
and offers endless scope for
the changes you may want to
make in the future – just by 
exchanging modules. 

The surface area lighting 
Providing a soft, surface lighting cover-
age for whole groups of call buttons,
signs, letterboxes etc. - but also ideal as
a lighting feature in its own right. The
surface area lighting module is available
in different widths.

The code lock
Opens the door or serves as a control
centre for lighting  or any other func-
tions which can be switched or con-
trolled. Together with an info module
which indicates the call numbers, the
code lock can also be used as a call sys-
tem.

The movement sensor module/
photoelectric lighting controller
A heat sensor switches on the video
camera or the door call, and combined
with a photoelectrical lighting controller,
also the light. The photoelectric con-
troller also activates the module lighting.

The socket/the switch/the button
A 230 V socket or a switch can be conve-
niently positioned under a weather-proof
cover.

The info display
Like the surface area lighting, the info
display is available in different sizes. It
forms a perfect partnership with the
lamp, but is also highly effective as a
solo act for informing and guiding visi-
tors.

The space keeper
Video camera? Key-operated switch?
Card reader? Perhaps you still need to
think about it. This space keeper won’t
mind waiting for a decision. The upgrad-
able Vario system: It’s your call.

The door loudspeaker
The loudspeaker and microphone form
the basis of any door intercom system.
Siedle has perfect speech quality, even
with a high level of background noise.
The illuminated light button is integrated.

The call display
Particularly economical for large-scale res-
idential properties: One display replaces
rows of individual bells. The user is guid-
ed simply to the right name, pressing the
call button establishes the connection.

The ambient lighting
Available in three different lengths and
in all the Vario colours, it brightens not
only the door call station but the sur-
rounding area too. Suitable for combina-
tion with door communication elements
or as a separate light. It can be mounted
either horizontally or vertically. 

Fingerprint recognition
Reliable, simple, convenient: Door
release by fingerprint recognition puts
an end to worry about lost, mislaid, for-
gotten or stolen keys.
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What it is you want, where you
want it and even when you
want it: With Siedle Vario, door
communication adapts itself to
your needs and preferences.
Siedle Vario fits in around you
and offers endless scope for
the changes you may want to
make in the future – just by
exchanging modules. 

Austria
Siedle Austria GmbH
Grabenweg 71/II
6020 Innsbruck
Tel. +43 512 363060
Fax +43 512 36306060
info@siedle.at
www.siedle.at

Belgium
S. Siedle & Söhne Telefon- und
Telegrafenwerke OHG
Verkoopkantoor Belgie-Luxemburg
Antwerpsestraat 20
2840 Rumst
Tel. +32 3 8805600
Fax +32 3 8805609
info@siedle.be
www.siedle.be

China
Nixon Technology Company Ltd.
5th Floor, 625 King's Road
North Point
Hong Kong
Tel. +852 28922188
Fax +852 28319973
nixontcl@nixontcl.com
www.nixontcl.com

Denmark
S. Siedle & Söhne Telefon- und
Telegrafenwerke OHG
Afdeling Danmark
Avedoreholmen 86
2650 Hvidovre
Tel. +45 36 772477
Fax +45 36 496349
info@siedle.dk
www.siedle.dk

Finland
FSM OY
Beckerintie 6
00410 Helsinki
Tel. +358 207 559500
Fax +358 207 559511
fsm@fsm.fi
www.fsm.fi

France
Evicom
96, route de Canta Galet
BP 3144
06203 Nice Cedex 3
Tel. +33 4 93447071
Fax +33 4 93449960
info@evicom.fr
www.evicom.fr

Great Britain
SISD Security Distribution
24 Wedgwood Way
Stevenage, SG1 4QF
Tel. +44 870 2413838
Fax +44 1438 354099
info@sisd.co.uk
www.@sisd.co.uk

Italy
Barbieri s.r.l.
Dr. Weiser Platz 4
39018 Terlan (BZ)
No. verde 800 892880
Tel. +39 0471 257960
Fax +39 0471 257964
contact@barbieri.info
www.barbieri.info

Netherlands
S. Siedle & Söhne Telefon- und
Telegrafenwerke OHG
Verkoopkantoor Nederland
Atoomweg 474
3542 AB Utrecht
Tel. +31 30 2414225
Fax +31 30 2412544
info@siedle.nl
www.siedle.nl

Norway
S. Siedle & Söhne Telefon- und
Telegrafenwerke OHG
Avdeling Norge NUF
Gamle Drammensvei 48
1369 Stabekk
Tel. +47 67110607
Fax +47 67110255
info@siedle.no
www.siedle.no

Portugal
TEV2 Distribuicao de Material Electrico,
Lda.
Rua D-Sector VII-Lote 137 - Zona Ind.
Maia I
4470-595 Maia 
Tel. +351 2 29438010
Fax +351 2 29485164
info@tev.pt
www.tev.pt

Russia
ZAO Pentacon
14, Grivtsova St.
190000 St. Petersburg
Tel. +7 812 4481000
Fax +7 812 4481001
www.siedle.ru

Sweden
Malux Sweden AB
Box 42144
126 15 Stockholm
Tel. +46 8 55676300
Fax +46 8 6459202
www.malux.se

Singapore
Nixon System(S) Pte. Ltd.
71 Ubi Crescent 
#08-08 Excalibur Centre
Singapore 408571
Tel. +65 63526460
Fax +65 63526461
www.nixontcl.com
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The call buttons 
The call button module accommodates
one, two, three or four call buttons.
Clearly arranged, tamper-proof at the
front, lit from behind. In larger residental
units, simply combine more modules.

The card reader
Access control and door communication
in a formal and functional unit: The
module integrates standard commercial-
ly available card reading systems, putting
an end to cluttered individual solutions.

The electronic key reader
The alternative to the conventional key:
Holding the electronic key briefly in front
of the reading field opens the door. If
lost, the relevant key is simply disabled
in the system.

The halogen spotlight
The spotlight emphasizes what you want
noticed, accentuates contours and high-
lights design features..

The information
Plenty of space for house numbers,
names, company logos or opening
hours. Also for user lists in combination
with the code lock. With lighting.

The key-operated switch
Alarm systems, garage doors, roller
blinds - whatever you might wish to
open or shut: Key operated switches are
welcomed with open arms into the Vario
family. The module accommodates all
standard profile half-cylinders.

The video camera
High-resolution colour camera with 
adjustable wide-angle lens, integrated
infrared lighting and automatic night
switchover to monochrome operation. 

What it is you want, where you
want it and even when you
want it: With Siedle Vario, door
communication adapts itself to
your needs and preferences.
Siedle Vario fits in around you
and offers endless scope for
the changes you may want to
make in the future – just by 
exchanging modules. 

The surface area lighting 
Providing a soft, surface lighting cover-
age for whole groups of call buttons,
signs, letterboxes etc. - but also ideal as
a lighting feature in its own right. The
surface area lighting module is available
in different widths.

The code lock
Opens the door or serves as a control
centre for lighting  or any other func-
tions which can be switched or con-
trolled. Together with an info module
which indicates the call numbers, the
code lock can also be used as a call sys-
tem.

The movement sensor module/
photoelectric lighting controller
A heat sensor switches on the video
camera or the door call, and combined
with a photoelectrical lighting controller,
also the light. The photoelectric con-
troller also activates the module lighting.

The socket/the switch/the button
A 230 V socket or a switch can be conve-
niently positioned under a weather-proof
cover.

The info display
Like the surface area lighting, the info
display is available in different sizes. It
forms a perfect partnership with the
lamp, but is also highly effective as a
solo act for informing and guiding visi-
tors.

The space keeper
Video camera? Key-operated switch?
Card reader? Perhaps you still need to
think about it. This space keeper won’t
mind waiting for a decision. The upgrad-
able Vario system: It’s your call.

The door loudspeaker
The loudspeaker and microphone form
the basis of any door intercom system.
Siedle has perfect speech quality, even
with a high level of background noise.
The illuminated light button is integrated.

The call display
Particularly economical for large-scale res-
idential properties: One display replaces
rows of individual bells. The user is guid-
ed simply to the right name, pressing the
call button establishes the connection.

The ambient lighting
Available in three different lengths and
in all the Vario colours, it brightens not
only the door call station but the sur-
rounding area too. Suitable for combina-
tion with door communication elements
or as a separate light. It can be mounted
either horizontally or vertically. 

Fingerprint recognition
Reliable, simple, convenient: Door
release by fingerprint recognition puts
an end to worry about lost, mislaid, for-
gotten or stolen keys.
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What it is you want, where you
want it and even when you
want it: With Siedle Vario, door
communication adapts itself to
your needs and preferences.
Siedle Vario fits in around you
and offers endless scope for
the changes you may want to
make in the future – just by
exchanging modules. 

www.evicom.fr

Great Britain
SISD Security Distribution
24 Wedgwood Way
Stevenage, SG1 4QF
Tel. +44 870 2413838
Fax +44 1438 354099
info@sisd.co.uk
www.@sisd.co.uk

Singapore
Nixon System(S) Pte. Ltd.
71 Ubi Crescent 
#08-08 Excalibur Centre
Singapore 408571
Tel. +65 63526460
Fax +65 63526461
www.nixontcl.com

“At Siedle, individuality is an
underlying design principle.
The styling, functional charac-
teristics and design of our com-
munication systems adapt to
address the needs and wishes
of their owners. In the entrance
area, they always have. Now,
our new in-house telephone
range applies the same princi-
ple on the inside.”

Eberhard Meurer
Siedle-Design

Siedle communication systems
are as individual as the people
that use them. The clarity and
timeless simplicity of their
design provides the assurance
of universal appeal and elegant
integration into any type of
building structure. Just how
users see the system fitting into
their own personal environment
is entirely a matter of their own
personal taste and lifestyle choi-
ces. From the colour to the
functional features, each one of
our product series adapts to the
needs and preferences of the
customer:
The versatility of materials and
finishes offered for the Siedle
Classic door stations alone is
second to none.The modular
design concept of the Siedle
Vario system offers endless
scope for variation, and Siedle
Steel users are even invited to
participate in the production
process. Steel systems are plan-
ned and manufactured on the
basis of customer specifi-cation
as unique one-off units. And
Siedle in-house telephones are
available as standard in no
fewer than 96 varieties, as well
as offering scope for any special
requirements not covered as a
standard feature. 
The principle of providing maxi-
mum creative scope for the user
underpins the entire Siedle pro-
duct range. A principle called
“Siedle Individual”. 

Siedle communication systems
Individuality as a design principle
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The call buttons 
The call button module accommodates
one, two, three or four call buttons.
Clearly arranged, tamper-proof at the
front, lit from behind. In larger residental
units, simply combine more modules.

The card reader
Access control and door communication
in a formal and functional unit: The
module integrates standard commercial-
ly available card reading systems, putting
an end to cluttered individual solutions.

The electronic key reader
The alternative to the conventional key:
Holding the electronic key briefly in front
of the reading field opens the door. If
lost, the relevant key is simply disabled
in the system.

The halogen spotlight
The spotlight emphasizes what you want
noticed, accentuates contours and high-
lights design features..

The information
Plenty of space for house numbers,
names, company logos or opening
hours. Also for user lists in combination
with the code lock. With lighting.

The key-operated switch
Alarm systems, garage doors, roller
blinds - whatever you might wish to
open or shut: Key operated switches are
welcomed with open arms into the Vario
family. The module accommodates all
standard profile half-cylinders.

The video camera
High-resolution colour camera with 
adjustable wide-angle lens, integrated
infrared lighting and automatic night
switchover to monochrome operation. 

What it is you want, where you
want it and even when you
want it: With Siedle Vario, door
communication adapts itself to
your needs and preferences.
Siedle Vario fits in around you
and offers endless scope for
the changes you may want to
make in the future – just by 
exchanging modules. 

The surface area lighting 
Providing a soft, surface lighting cover-
age for whole groups of call buttons,
signs, letterboxes etc. - but also ideal as
a lighting feature in its own right. The
surface area lighting module is available
in different widths.

The code lock
Opens the door or serves as a control
centre for lighting  or any other func-
tions which can be switched or con-
trolled. Together with an info module
which indicates the call numbers, the
code lock can also be used as a call sys-
tem.

The movement sensor module/
photoelectric lighting controller
A heat sensor switches on the video
camera or the door call, and combined
with a photoelectrical lighting controller,
also the light. The photoelectric con-
troller also activates the module lighting.

The socket/the switch/the button
A 230 V socket or a switch can be conve-
niently positioned under a weather-proof
cover.

The info display
Like the surface area lighting, the info
display is available in different sizes. It
forms a perfect partnership with the
lamp, but is also highly effective as a
solo act for informing and guiding visi-
tors.

The space keeper
Video camera? Key-operated switch?
Card reader? Perhaps you still need to
think about it. This space keeper won’t
mind waiting for a decision. The upgrad-
able Vario system: It’s your call.

The door loudspeaker
The loudspeaker and microphone form
the basis of any door intercom system.
Siedle has perfect speech quality, even
with a high level of background noise.
The illuminated light button is integrated.

The call display
Particularly economical for large-scale res-
idential properties: One display replaces
rows of individual bells. The user is guid-
ed simply to the right name, pressing the
call button establishes the connection.

The ambient lighting
Available in three different lengths and
in all the Vario colours, it brightens not
only the door call station but the sur-
rounding area too. Suitable for combina-
tion with door communication elements
or as a separate light. It can be mounted
either horizontally or vertically. 

Fingerprint recognition
Reliable, simple, convenient: Door
release by fingerprint recognition puts
an end to worry about lost, mislaid, for-
gotten or stolen keys.
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What it is you want, where you
want it and even when you
want it: With Siedle Vario, door
communication adapts itself to
your needs and preferences.
Siedle Vario fits in around you
and offers endless scope for
the changes you may want to
make in the future – just by
exchanging modules. 

Austria
Siedle Austria GmbH
Grabenweg 71/II
6020 Innsbruck
Tel. +43 512 363060
Fax +43 512 36306060
info@siedle.at
www.siedle.at

Belgium
S. Siedle & Söhne Telefon- und
Telegrafenwerke OHG
Verkoopkantoor Belgie-Luxemburg
Antwerpsestraat 20
2840 Rumst
Tel. +32 3 8805600
Fax +32 3 8805609
info@siedle.be
www.siedle.be

China
Nixon Technology Company Ltd.
5th Floor, 625 King's Road
North Point
Hong Kong
Tel. +852 28922188
Fax +852 28319973
nixontcl@nixontcl.com
www.nixontcl.com

Denmark
S. Siedle & Söhne Telefon- und
Telegrafenwerke OHG
Afdeling Danmark
Avedoreholmen 86
2650 Hvidovre
Tel. +45 36 772477
Fax +45 36 496349
info@siedle.dk
www.siedle.dk

Finland
FSM OY
Beckerintie 6
00410 Helsinki
Tel. +358 207 559500
Fax +358 207 559511
fsm@fsm.fi
www.fsm.fi

France
Evicom
96, route de Canta Galet
BP 3144
06203 Nice Cedex 3
Tel. +33 4 93447071
Fax +33 4 93449960
info@evicom.fr
www.evicom.fr

Great Britain
SISD Security Distribution
24 Wedgwood Way
Stevenage, SG1 4QF
Tel. +44 870 2413838
Fax +44 1438 354099
info@sisd.co.uk
www.@sisd.co.uk

Italy
Barbieri s.r.l.
Dr. Weiser Platz 4
39018 Terlan (BZ)
No. verde 800 892880
Tel. +39 0471 257960
Fax +39 0471 257964
contact@barbieri.info
www.barbieri.info

Netherlands
S. Siedle & Söhne Telefon- und
Telegrafenwerke OHG
Verkoopkantoor Nederland
Atoomweg 474
3542 AB Utrecht
Tel. +31 30 2414225
Fax +31 30 2412544
info@siedle.nl
www.siedle.nl

Norway
S. Siedle & Söhne Telefon- und
Telegrafenwerke OHG
Avdeling Norge NUF
Gamle Drammensvei 48
1369 Stabekk
Tel. +47 67110607
Fax +47 67110255
info@siedle.no
www.siedle.no

Portugal
TEV2 Distribuicao de Material Electrico,
Lda.
Rua D-Sector VII-Lote 137 - Zona Ind.
Maia I
4470-595 Maia 
Tel. +351 2 29438010
Fax +351 2 29485164
info@tev.pt
www.tev.pt

Russia
ZAO Pentacon
14, Grivtsova St.
190000 St. Petersburg
Tel. +7 812 4481000
Fax +7 812 4481001
www.siedle.ru

Sweden
Malux Sweden AB
Box 42144
126 15 Stockholm
Tel. +46 8 55676300
Fax +46 8 6459202
www.malux.se

Singapore
Nixon System(S) Pte. Ltd.
71 Ubi Crescent 
#08-08 Excalibur Centre
Singapore 408571
Tel. +65 63526460
Fax +65 63526461
www.nixontcl.com

Spain
Foresis S.A. 
Pol Ind. Barrio Las Fronteras-c/Limite, 16
28850 Torrejón de Ardoz (Madrid)
Tel. +34 91 6755980
Fax +34 91 6752162
foresis@foresis.info
www.foresis.info

Switzerland
Siedle Electric AG
Rotterdam Strasse 21
4053 Schweiz
Tel. +41 61 3312044
Fax +41 61 3313916
info@siedle.ch
www.siedle.ch

USA
Siedle Security Systems of America, LLC.
750 Parkway
Broomall, PA 19008
Toll-free-no. +800 8743353
Tel. +1 610 3539595
Fax +1 610 3539716
info@siedleusa.com
www.siedleusa.com

“At Siedle, individuality is an
underlying design principle.
The styling, functional charac-
teristics and design of our com-
munication systems adapt to
address the needs and wishes
of their owners. In the entrance
area, they always have. Now,
our new in-house telephone
range applies the same princi-
ple on the inside.”

Eberhard Meurer
Siedle-Design

Siedle communication systems
are as individual as the people
that use them. The clarity and
timeless simplicity of their
design provides the assurance
of universal appeal and elegant
integration into any type of
building structure. Just how
users see the system fitting into
their own personal environment
is entirely a matter of their own
personal taste and lifestyle choi-
ces. From the colour to the
functional features, each one of
our product series adapts to the
needs and preferences of the
customer:
The versatility of materials and
finishes offered for the Siedle
Classic door stations alone is
second to none.The modular
design concept of the Siedle
Vario system offers endless
scope for variation, and Siedle
Steel users are even invited to
participate in the production
process. Steel systems are plan-
ned and manufactured on the
basis of customer specifi-cation
as unique one-off units. And
Siedle in-house telephones are
available as standard in no
fewer than 96 varieties, as well
as offering scope for any special
requirements not covered as a
standard feature. 
The principle of providing maxi-
mum creative scope for the user
underpins the entire Siedle pro-
duct range. A principle called
“Siedle Individual”. 

Siedle communication systems
Individuality as a design principle
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Siedle Vario system
Unbeatably flexible and a
multiple award winner: The
Vario system design ensures
that every module combination
complies with the most
stringent standards in terms of
both form and function.
Page 2

Siedle Classic
All the technical and aesthetic
benefits of solid metal in com-
bination with tried and tested
Siedle quality and an unusually
favourable cost-to-performance
ratio. 
Page 38

Siedle Steel
The high-end communication
system Siedle Steel and the
Siedle orientation system are
featured in their own dedicated
brochure, available by calling
your local representative or on
www.siedle.de

Siedle in-house telephones
Siedle hands-free telephones
The perfect counterpart to the
Siedle door station: To match
every conceivable requirement,
taste and furnishing style.
Page 44
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Siedle-Vario-System
Door communication

The classical intercom system -
call button, loudspeaker and
microphone - continues to
form the basis of every door
communication concept. But
today, our needs have grown
more sophisticated in the
entrance area, which now
forms the building’s control
and communication nerve
centre. This is the point at
which visitors are informed and
guided, post is received and
lighting systems controlled.
And when working and living
go on under the same roof,
security, surveillance and first
impressions take on a new
meaning. 
The list of requirements is long,
Siedle’s answer short and to
the point: The modular
principle. The Siedle Vario
system means adjustment to
the individual. This prize-
winning design offers scope for
any module combination to the
highest of aesthetic and
practical design standards.
Stringent quality standards
guarantee perfect functional
characteristics and a long
service life however harsh the
climatic conditions.

The alternative to bulky bell systems:
The call display stores all the residents in
a list. Two buttons are used to scroll
through the names, the third actuates
the bell.
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International 
Design Prize 1998
Baden-Württemberg
Prize winner

iF Product 
Design Award
1999
Hanover

Red Dot
for outstanding 
design quality 1999
Design Center 
North Rhine Westphalia

Premio
Intel Design ‘99
Milan

bundespreis 
produktdesign
2000/2001

You need never worry about keys again.
At long last here is a door opener that is
literally attached to your hand, putting
an end to the worry of lost or stolen
keys. Siedle Fingerprint checks the
fingerprints of visitors against its stored
data and only opens the door if the
comparison is positive.
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An all-seeing eye: This high-
resolution colour camera with
adjustable wide-angle lens picks
up the entire entrance area. A
high degree of light sensitivity,
automatic night switchover to
monochrome operation and
integrated infrared lighting
ensure that visitors are not left
standing in the shadows. Image
control functions such as zoom
or swivel are performed by the
video monitors (model-depen-
dent). Camera activity is not
noticeable from the outside. 
A hard-wearing exchangeable
plastic dome protects the
camera from damage and the
effects of weather.

Siedle-Vario-System
Call and show yourself

A highly practical entryway
feature which all too often ekes
out a lone existence placed up
on the house wall: The move-
ment sensor with photoelectric
lighting controller. Integrating it
into the door communication
system not only lends it some
style, but also a range of addi-
tional functions: For example
switching on the video camera
or lighting. Good for invited
visitors, bad for unwelcome
guests.

The call display not only
eliminates the need for rows of
name plates and bell buttons –
it also saves space. Operation is
simplicity itself: Two buttons
are used to scroll backwards
and forwards in the name list.
Once a name is selected, addi-
tional information appears, for
instance opening times. The
wide button activates the door
call. A line at the bottom edge
of the screen indicates an
interactively changing help text.
The display is illuminated and
easily readable also in the dark.
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High-tech in three upgrade
stages: Siedle Fingerprint opera-
ting in stand-alone mode is
suitable for apartment houses
and small businesses, as well as
for securing internal zones such
as IT rooms, archives or labora-
tories. Where the demands are
more complex, a controller
manages up to eight devices.
The IP version affords even
greater convenience and a
substantially greater functional
scope, and is configured and
managed via a network or over
the Internet. Your electrical
installer or local representative
will be pleased to advise you.

Siedle-Vario-System
Keyless access control

Do card readers need to be
accommodated in their own
housing involving a laborious
separate installation? There is
another way: The card reader
module integrates access
control into the standardized
concept of the Vario system
design, including card swiping
and pilot LEDs. Security systems
from all popular suppliers fit
neatly behind. 

.

The code lock is one of the
most versatile applications in
the entryway area. It can be
used to release access or
execute switching functions by
entering a given combination of
numbers. Together with an info
module  which assigns names
to numbers, it can replace
unwieldy bell systems. In large-
scale buildings, for example
council offices, it can be used
to selectively dial individual in-
house call stations, and used in
conjunction with DoorCom can
even establish connections to
the telephone network.

Ideal not just for children but
for anyone needing a quick and
easy way in: Simply holding the
electronic key in front of the
scanning field is enough to
open the door. The necessary
investment is recouped after
the loss of a single key. Unlike
replacing the entire lock
mechanism, deleting a key code
from the system costs nothing.
The electronic key is available as
a keyring with a 25 mm reading
distance or a card with an 
80 mm reading distance.
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A solid basis: The door station with
intercom module, lettering module, call
button and light button. The info
module provides clear information for
the visitor.

The card reading module is designed for
the integration of card reading
equipment from leading security
technology suppliers. Which means
access control is located where it
belongs - right next to door
communication. Vario takes care of the
necessary lighting, even automatically in
conjunction with the movement sensor
module.

How to make more of less: From just 30
residential units, it is worth mounting
the display module to replace long
banks of call buttons and name plates.

In multiple residential units and
apartment blocks, line up as many call
button modules as required, supplement
them with an info module or perhaps
opt for a code lock module as call unit.

All the residents are alphabetically
stored. Visitors select the name with the
arrow button and then establish contact
using the call button.
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Siedle-Vario-System
Door communication made to measure

The fingerprint reader under the speech
module is ideally ergonomically
positioned and ready to open the door
to residents. Guests use the call button
in the normal way. The inscribed
ambient lighting illuminates the
entryway area, saving the need for
additional installation work. 

Bathed in surface area light, the
information signs steal the limelight at
all hours of the day and night. Together
with the video camera, speech module,
code lock and call button modules, they
form perfectly proportioned cooperating
communication teams. 

Ten call button modules clarify who lives
where in the building, the movement
sensor module/photoelectric lighting
controller ensures automatic
background lighting. 

The detached family home, the
multiple residential unit, the
apartment block - private or
combined private and
commercial use, hotels,
residential complexes  – Vario
allows you to configure your
door communication to suit
your needs. As well as pro-
viding a solution for receiving
mail. 
System letterboxes are
described from page 8. 
Open out the folding front and
back cover for an overview of
all the modules at a glance - an
ideal reference for your initial
planning ideas.

Losing your key is not the end of the
world with the electronic key module.
No matter: Instead of exchanging all the
locks simply delete the relevant code.
The electronic key comes in the form of
a card or a keyring. Ideal for children
and anyone else who might have a
problem putting a key in a lock.

20 function modules designed
to be mixed and matched
according to your individual
needs. Whether you arrange
modules one above the other
or side by side, the design grid
of the Siedle system design
concept accommodates all the
elements to create an integral
solution. Simply choose from
the range of modular units to
address your own specific
communication, information,
lighting or switching needs.
Just provide the basic necessary
functions or indulge yourself to
create the last word in
entryway convenience -
whatever you prefer or what is
right for your property.
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Siedle-Vario-System
The pass-through letterbox

Siedle letterboxes are part and
parcel of the system concept
like all the other Vario modules.
They can be combined almost
at will with all the function
modules and adjust ideally to
any individual design concept
or architectural requirement.
They can be made to disappear
into the wall or stand proud in
front of it for a truly
outstanding impression. And
despite all its scope for
transformation, it always
creates a formal unit with any
module combination. Each
Siedle letterbox is a perfect
example of functionality and
non-compromise quality in its
own right. Instead of low grade
sheet steel, the housings are
manufactured completely in
aluminium. And for a more
detailed look at what happens
when the Siedle engineers 
re-invent the letterbox, just turn
to following pages - or better
still, come and see one for
yourself. Pull up the flap. Open
up the back. And form your
own opinion.
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A compact unit for private households,
freelancers or small businesses: House
number, loudspeaker, call button
module and pass-through letterbox -
with the addition of an information sign
if required. Two mounting widths are
available to cope with different
quantities of incoming post.

On request, we can also take care of
lettering for you with the
Siedle Lettering Service.
Ask your local representative

Post reception and door communication
in the multiple-unit residence: Like all
Vario modules, the letterboxes adjust to
circumstances on site and to special
building requirements.
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Even when you want to
combine the pass-through
letterbox: all the lines fit in
perfectly, the proportions are
just right, and at the front only
what you want to stand out
will stand out. Which is not just
pleasant to the eye, it also
simplifies planning and
installation. 
The pass-through letterbox
complies with the postal
standard DIN EN 13724 in a
minimum of space. It will easily
swallow bulky envelopes and
those ever growing weekend
newspapers. And the pilfer
safeguard ensures that no-one
can remove anything but you.

Open out the folding front and
back cover for an overview of
all the modules which can be
combined with the letterboxes.

Siedle-Vario-System
The pass-through letterbox –
application examples

The information sign as a name plate:
The family home (above) places the
address in the foreground, illuminated
by the surface area light. The entrance is
guarded by the electronic key under the
surveillance of the camera. 
For the commercial premises (below),
priority lies with security, access control
and the impressively mounted company
logo. The video camera, speech module,
call buttons and card reader form the
vertical central axis around which the
information signs and the respective
letterboxes are grouped. 
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Design, function and quality -
these are the common
denominators for all Vario
letterboxes. Whether the
letterbox for front removal is
the right one for you depends
on your requirements and your
habits, on the building layout or
technical circumstances. The
same applies when choosing a
surface or flush-mount version. 

For larger properties, space-
saving letterboxes are
particularly suitable. This allows
you to organize post reception
for different tenants or
occupants within a minimum of
space. 

Common to all the different
letterboxes is compliance with
postal standard DIN EN 13724,
a durable aluminium
construction and optimum
resistance to attempted
unauthorized opening and also
adverse weather conditions.
When used in combination with
the Vario functional modules,
the letterbox turns into a
communication centre.
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Top left
Fitting a maximum number of
letterboxes and call buttons into a
minimum amount of space is an art in
itself. Our example shows a solution for
a multiple-unit residence with info
module, loudspeaker and call buttons,
and three space-saving letterboxes
underneath for removal from the front.

Top right
The surface-mounted solution for a
single unit home integrates the video
camera and house number.

Siedle-Vario-System
The letterbox for removal from the front
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Anwaltska
Roland Schwarz

Different reception situations, different
requirements, fitting solutions.
Staff at the law firm gain access by code
lock; visitors announce their presence
with the call button, the video camera
transfers its image to the inside.
At Wallgraben 7, residents enjoy the
convenience of the electronic key
module. 
In the example above, the storage and
delivery compartment provides plenty of
space for depositing rolls, milk and
everything you would not want standing
around unprotected in front of the door.
An ambient light takes care of all-round
illumination.
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Removal from the front is the
obvious solution where the
letterbox has to be wall
mounted with no possibility or
wish to break through the wall.
No matter whether mail is
removed from the front or the
back, all Siedle letterboxes have
a range of benefits in common.
Sufficient space even for large
envelopes, for example. Postal
standard DIN EN 13724 is
adhered to or exceeded in
every case. 
All housings are made of
corrosion-resistant, solid
aluminium. Drainage channels
in the floor of the box ensure
that the mail stays dry, even
when condensation has
formed. 

And particularly important
where letterboxes are mounted
out of doors:
The door of the vertical
letterbox opens not to the side
but forwards. Or do you like
picking your mail up off the
floor?

Even the space-saving
letterboxes can be conveniently
emptied: the aluminium front
opens across the entire width.
And whether you remove your
mail from the front or back, all
the letterboxes can naturally
also be combined with the
whole range of Vario function
modules.

Open out the folding front and
back cover for an overview of
all the modules which can be
combined with the letterbox.

Siedle-Vario-System
Application examples for letterboxes 
with removal from the front

Just the right letterbox to cope with any
volume of mail. The space-saving
letterboxes come in height
measurements 100, 200 and 300 mm.
All the different heights can be
combined in a single system. 

On request, we can also take care of
lettering for you with the
Siedle Lettering Service.
Ask your local representative
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Siedle-Vario-System
The door panel letterbox

If you want to integrate entry-
way communication into a
door element, then the door
panel letterbox offers the ideal
basis for a made-to-measure
solution. It is available in
several different mounting
widths and lies flush with the
surrounding door panel.

This custom-fit variant is also
designed for integration of all
the Vario function modules:
lighting, information, speech
function or an electronic key
module. 

Thanks to its timeless design
and the optional choice of any
colour from the RAL palette,
the door panel solution blends
perfectly with any entryway
design concept. 

Door element supplied by Biffar, 
76480 Edenkoben. 
Model: Biffar‘80-AYF6 with 
triple-glazed insulating panels 
providing break-in resistance to 
DIN 18 103-ET3
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With the addition of Vario
function modules, the letterbox
unit is transformed into a freely
positionable communication
centre. Irrespective of the
entrance front and the floor
plan it is placed where it makes
most sense, leaving walls and
doors free. 
An added benefit for the
energy-optimized building
concept: As the unit does not
make contact with the facade,
no ingress is made into the
building structure and no
thermal bridges are created. 
The letterboxes and
communication modules are
weather-proof and can stand in
the open air without being
under cover. The clear lines of
the timeless Vario design blend
in with wide-ranging building
styles, guaranteeing a
prestigious and sophisticated
reception for visitors as well a
wealth of optimized practical
functions.

Siedle-Vario-System
The post and communication centre 
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Combination with space-saving letter-
boxes makes the most effective possible
use of the space between the two
standposts. The example shown here
turns the post centre into a communi-
cation centre. An illuminated info sign
module simplifies orientation; call
buttons and loudspeakers are
accommodated for functional conven-
ience in the centre of the letterboxes.

Siedle-Vario-System
The post and communication centre – 
application examples, functions

With removal from the front, the post
centre has a depth of only 150 mm.

All the letterboxes can be
supplied if required to allow
removal from behind. 

The support system is securely
and invisibly screwed onto
concrete anchors or earth
spikes. The screws disappear
under the covers.

Be inspired by the solutions
illustrated here, and open out
the folding covers to see at a
glance all the function modules
which can be combined to
create your own personal post
and communication centre.

As a component of the Vario
system, the standposts create
an integral functional and
formal entity used with any
combination of Vario
letterboxes and functional
modules. As such, it fulfils the
whole range of practical
requirements from the free-
standing letterbox for a single-
family home through to the
communication centre for a
large-scale residential complex.
The system design guarantees
correct ergonomic positioning
and an attractively propor-
tioned aspect no matter how
big or small, or for how many
residential units. The space-
saving letterboxes are available
in the heights 100, 200 and
300 mm depending on the
amount of mail to be
accommodated.
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The communication pedestal
places everything at just the
right height. The video camera
looks the visitor right in the
eye, the intercom unit is also
placed on an ideal ergonomic
level. Call buttons and the
fingerprint module are within
easy reach, and at the base of
the pedestal, the lamp
illuminates the pathway
without dazzling. 
At entrances designed to offer
disabled access, the pedestal
accommodates an additional
button placed ideally for
wheelchair users. With its wide
pick-up range, the camera is
guaranteed to pick up visitors
at any height.
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In the world of architecture, a
pedestal is a free-standing
column or slab, often decorated
with inscriptions or relief
patterns, which was used in the
ancient world as a gravestone,
for consecration or memorial
functions or as a boundary
stone, to commemorate victory
in battle or as a cult object.
Although the Siedle pedestal
has a purely profane function to
fulfil, it does have one thing in
common with its predecessors:
It appeals to our sense of the
aesthetic. Its functional scope
depends on which modules it is
fitted with.
It can be used as an intercom, a
TV tower, for receiving mail,
directing visitors or to provide
lighting.

Or it can fulfil all these
functions at once - as  a free-
standing column it is able to
accommodate the whole
variety of Vario system
modules. But despite its many
powers, no-one is expected to
kneel down before it. Quite the
contrary: The pedestal places
everything at just the right
ergonomic height from a
comfortable standing position.
And it is there to serve the
needs of your visitors. 

If you open the two folding
covers, you will find all the
Vario modules which can be
used to equip your pedestal. Be
inspired by the variety of
possibilities illustrated on the
following pages!

Siedle-Vario-System
The communication pedestal
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We have already demonstrated
just how good Siedle Vario can
be in its own right. Here are
some examples of how
successfully the modular
system can be used to create
much more than just an
intercom. 
The communication pedestal
can incorporate letterboxes,
info signs and surface lighting
at any optional height.
Combination with standpipes
extends its scope even further.
The spectrum ranges from the
entire entryway installation
through to car park signage
and pathway lighting to door
communication and access
control.
Combine the modular elements
at will to create a fully
functional and cohesive unit
with the Siedle Vario system
design.

The communication pedestal can be
fitted with functional modules on two
sides, front and back. Letterboxes, info
signs and lighting can be arranged on
both left and right sides, meaning
double design scope for all-round
solutions. 
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Siedle-Vario-System
One system for every possibility
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One-sided, two-sided, offset, one above
the other or at the same height - as a
carrier element, the communication
pedestal presents letterboxes and info
panels in every conceivable combination.
The pedestal itself functions not just as a
mere foot, but is a communication
centre encompassing camera,
movement sensor, lighting, card reader
or any of the wide range of Vario
modules.

On request, we can also take care of
lettering for you with the
Siedle Lettering Service.
Ask your local representative

Space-saving letterboxes combined with
the communication pedestal - the ideal
solution for multiple-family residential
units.
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Rosenburgweg

Siedle-Vario-System
The communication pedestal with post centre –
application examples

Open out the two folding
covers to see at a glance the
whole range of Vario modules
which can be combined with
the communication pedestal.

Also when combined with
letterboxes, the communication
pedestal places all the required
functional elements at the
ergonomically ideal height. The
letterboxes with front removal
are striking for their slim
profile, while space-saving
letterboxes combine ideally to
create a post centre for
buildings with several
residential units. 
A common theme of all the
illustrated examples are the
variability of pedestal functions,
the tasteful overall impression
and the control elements
placed in just the right
ergonomically designed
position.
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If you would like to enjoy the
functional benefits of the
communication pedestal (on
page 28), but would prefer a
wall-mounted solution - then
take a closer look at the
communication display. Just like
the pedestal, it accommodates
all the Vario functional
modules, placing them in the
ideal ergonomical position. And
as a real surface-mounted
application, the display does
not require a recess to be cut
into the wall. Its elegant design,
its low profile which adds only
45 mm in height and its curved
panels, mean that it blends
subtly into any surroundings.  
A special call button for the
physically challenged makes the
communication display the
ideal solution for entrances
with disabled access complying
with ADA.
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Siedle-Vario-System
The communication display

Top, right
Ideal appeal in any position - the
communication display unites door
communication with elements of access
control or lighting to create a perfectly
coordinated all-in-one solution.
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On request, we can also take care of
lettering for you with the
Siedle Lettering Service.
Ask your local representative

If the building circumstances permit or
where it seems an obvious solution:
Extend the communication display to
include flush-mounted elements. Why
not integrate the roomy and convenient
letterbox with removal from the front,
or choose the space-saving pass-through
letterbox? With the communication
display, property owners, architects and
planners can take advantage of the
outstanding design freedom offered by
the modular system concept.
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The deciding dimension on this
page is a shadow: The human
frame and human sensory
organs are the yardstick for the
modular structure and
assembly of a Siedle communi-
cation display. Visual communi-
cation should take place at the
visitor’s eye level. The door
loudspeaker belongs under-
neath, while call buttons,
keypads or key-operated
switches should present them-
selves at comfortable gripping
height. An integrated lighting
system places the entrance in
just the right light. 

Turning the communication display on
its side also produces a highly functional
result: Loudspeaker, code lock, info sign
and halogen spotlight all join to create a
cohesive ensemble. 
Below is a example of how a Vario
communication solution can illuminate
not only itself but also the entrance
area: A combination of ambient lighting,
electronic key, loudspeaker and call
button.

Siedle-Vario-System
The communication display – 
application examples 

As a surface-mounted solution,
the communication display can
always be mounted at the right
height, while its length is
determined by design
considerations, the required
functional diversity or special
needs such as disabled access.
By integrating space-keeper
modules, the display offers
scope for upgrading at any
time in the future. 
Open out both the cover pages
for an overview of all Vario
functional modules.
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The spotlight places the
emphasis firmly on what
matters. Use it to light up your
house number or the keypad of
a code lock. Ideally, it can be
used in connection with a
movement sensor module or
photoelectric light controller,
which switches the lighting on
as and when required.

The halogen spotlightSiedle-Vario-System
Surface area lighting

Guidance systems and signs are
intended to help your visitors
find their way - by day or night.
The surface area lighting
illuminates information signs
up to a width of 1200 mm. It is
also used to illuminate call
buttons or letterboxes.
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Ambient lighting

The ambient lighting unit
provides the ideal complement
to any Vario door station. Like
the door station, it is also
available in three different
mounting versions: Flush-
mounted (right) or surface
mounted, it becomes a wall-

mounted lamp, in its free-
standing form it becomes a
bollard lamp (next pages). 
Available in three lengths and
luminance ratings, it can be
used as part of a communica-
tion system or as a stand-alone
lamp in its own right.
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Not only entrances but
frequently also paths, car
parks, stairs or lifts have to be
provided with adequate
lighting. Free-standing bollard
lamps provide the ideal answer.
Their flat front panel can be
fitted with white lenses or
metal louvres for controlled
light emission.
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Siedle-Vario-System
The bollard lamp

The standard bollard lamp is
around 80 cm in height. Other
dimensions can be supplied as
a non-standard production
order.  We will be pleased to
draw up an individual quote for
equipment with function
modules - such as a socket to
power electrical appliances.

By accommodating function
modules such as lights on both
sides, the Vario pedestal can be
used to create all-round
lighting solutions. Due to the
overall depth of the light insert,
convex lamps have to be used
here – as with the wall-
mounted lamps on the
previous page.
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Architectural Digest

Oktober 2005
„Best of Germany"
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Siedle-Classic
The door communication system

Siedle Classic puts a contem-
porary slant on the classic door
communication system: A front
panel in metal with loudspeaker
grille and call buttons, brought
right up to date in terms of
design, technology, materials
and workmanship. The metal
fronts of Siedle Classic are made
of two millimetre thick solid
material to the very highest
standard of quality and 
corrosion resistance. The
recessed fixture is discretely
positioned and protected
against unauthorized tampering 

underneath the front panel.
Behind the elegant surface the
very latest Siedle communi-
cation technology works its
magic. The buttons are backlit
by long-life energy-saving LEDs,
and their signs can be removed
from the front. Siedle Classic is
available as standard for flush
mounting in  a width of 
170 millimetres with a maxi-
mum of eight buttons. The
measurements can be optio-
nally increased to customer
order in fixed grid steps to 
accommodate additional
buttons.
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Siedle-Classic
The video door station

Siedle Classic concentrates its
energies on the essential func-
tions at the entrance. Every
Classic door station is capable
of calling, listening and speech
operations. The video version
additionally offers vision and
surveillance capability.
A high-resolution colour camera
takes care of sharply focused
pictures of the entrance area. It
combines a wide pick-up area
with optimum picture quality no
matter what the lighting
conditions. The automatic night

switchover function to mono-
chrome operation and inte-
grated lighting ensure that no
visitor remains hidden in
shadow. The Classic video door
stations are compatible with all
Siedle in-house telephones with
video monitor (from page 44).
They are able to accommodate
up to four buttons as standard.
Larger dimensions and
additional buttons are available
to individual customer order. If
required, the video stations can
be equipped with an electro-
magnetic pilfer safeguard. 

The camera is adjusted on mounting so
that it picks up the entire entrance area.
Image control functions such as zoom or
swivel are performed by the video
monitors (model-dependent). Because
the lens does not move and the auto-
matic lighting works in the invisible
infrared mode, the function of the
camera is not noticeable from the out-
side.
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Siedle-Classic
Surfaces and materials

Paintwork finish

On request, Siedle Classic can
also be supplied in any RAL
colour shade or, as shown
above, with a structured, hard-
wearing micaceous iron ore
paintwork finish. Whether in a
favourite colour, to match the
company’s CD, signage system
or any other structural elements
- Siedle Classic offers practically
unrestricted design scope. The
background here is made of
stainless steel, the paintwork
finish and workmanship comply
with stringent demands of
durability and weather
resistance for outdoor use.
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Brass

Sophisticated, polished to a
high gloss finish and with all
the characteristic charm of
brass - but underneath instead
of the comparatively sensitive
non-ferrous metal is indestruc-
tible stainless steel. It is polished
using several different steps
and given a high-tech coating
which lends the surface a
hardwearing, life-long tarnish
protection. 

Burnished brass

Using the same elaborate
process required to create the
brass look, Siedle Classic is also
produced in a burnished brass
look finish. The highly resistant
PVD coating, normally used in
precision tool and plant
engineering, lends the surface
extreme hardness and scratch
resistance.

Aluminium

Siedle Classic makes an other
impressive mark in elegant
shimmering silver-coloured 
aluminium. In this case it is not
a coating which supplies the
striking look; the front panel is
made completely of solid alu-
minium. The surface is anodized
to permit easy cleaning, and is
scratch, corrosion and finger
print resistant.
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An in-house telephone is more
than just communication
technology. As an integral part
of the interior fittings, the
demands made upon it are not
just of a technical nature. It also
has to fit in aesthetically and
comply with individual design
preferences.
Siedle constructs in-house
telephones which do more than
just form a connection to the
door. They flatter our sense of
good design, and evoke the
pleasure that only the contem-
plation of beautiful objects can
create – as well as testifying to

personal style and taste. 
It was to lend them the ability
to do all these things that we
developed the Siedle Individual
design concept, which encom-
passes no fewer than twelve
variants as standard. And
what’s more, we also check out
the plausibility of every indi-
vidual design request and draw
up an individually tailored
quotation. 
At the end of the day, of course
an in-house telephone has to
be more than just an aesthetic
furnishing feature. It also
provides an essential communi-

cation function in the home.
Which is why our in-house
telephones not only look good,
they work to perfection, are
easy to operate and guarantee
a long and trouble-free product
life. 
After all, they are from Siedle.
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Siedle in-house telephones
As individual as the people that use it
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Siedle in-house telephones
The standard telephone

All Siedle in-house telephones are
available in a wall or table-top mounting
version. The table-top versions differ
depending on ergonomic requirements:
Models without a monitor are placed on
a gentle incline at just the right angle for
a gripping hand or a finger tip. The
steeper incline of the video versions
guarantees optimum legibility of the
screen. In both versions, the bases are
made of translucent plastic and lined
with anti-skid material. 

Siedle Individual:
A wide selection of different
design variants is available to
choose from for all our in-
house telephones, no matter
what their functional scope.
The neutral basis for the
different variants is the white
plastic surface with translucent
buttons (illustrated on pages
46 – 51). In white, the
telephones blend unobtrusively
into practically any furnishing
style – even after renovating
and changing the wallpaper.
No new occupant will be
disturbed by the colour choice
of their predecessor. 
The other variants of the Siedle
Individual design concept are
found on page 52 onwards.
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Sturdy: The lower edge of the base in
the table-top version is made of slip-
proof material. The table-top units also
rest on rubber feet plugged into the
mounting holes provided for wall
fixture. 
Protected connection: A sealing plug
conceals the cable connection at the
receiver and adds to the overall harmony
of the design with its rounded styling.

Although some buttons are pre-assigned
and inscribed with popularly required
functions, function buttons and status
LEDs can be programmed individually
(depending on the model). Dual
assignment buttons are pressed once for
the first function, twice for the second
one. 
Coloured LEDs indicate the switching
status through the translucent control
buttons – in the pictured example an
open garage door (yellow) and activated
call silencing mode (red). The red LED is
used simultaneously as a visual call
signal. It flashes whenever somebody
rings the doorbell. 
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Siedle in-house telephones
The deluxe telephone

The deluxe model satisfies more
advanced functional require-
ments than the standard
version. Depending on the
model, up to seven of its eight
buttons can be assigned with a
maximum of 14 individual
switching and control functions.
Programmable LEDs indicate the
switching status. These
functional features turn the 
in-house telephone into a
command centre, governing
functions such as Doormatic, a
garage door or garden gate and
different lighting scenarios, as
well as for indoor calls or for-
warding door calls to different
rooms. The type and number of
function buttons and LEDs
depend on the selected or
existing installation system.
Your electrical installer will be
pleased to explain the
differences to you in detail. 
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The deluxe version differs from
the standard video telephone in
the size of its 3.5 inch colour
screen, an integrated video
memory module and the cross-
shaped control element.
Although this conceals an
enormous number and range of
functions, they only appear
when required and are
amazingly simple to operate.
The control element accesses a
menu system and navigates
through the display on screen
using four direction arrows and
an enter button. The video
image remains visible through-
out, to allow immediate
appraisal of the effect of the
various settings. A status line at
the bottom end of the screen
provides context-sensitive
operator prompting messages
which eliminate the need for
reference to an operating
manual. 

Pressing the right-hand button of the
control element opens the main menu,
without affecting any image currently
being displayed. The upper and lower
button navigate through the menu
points, the central enter button opens
the selected submenu. 
Seven menu languages are available:
German, English, French, Italian,
Nederlands, Danish and Swedish. 
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Siedle in-house telephones
The deluxe telephone with colour monitor

If the menu system is not activated, the
control element is used to control the
picture. In the default status, the
monitor displays the entire camera
image.

Zoom: 
The enter button in the centre of the
control element enlarges the picture
excerpt...

... the direction arrows shift it until the
required area is in focus. Using the
function menu, the selected picture
excerpt can be stored permanently as
the default view. Otherwise, the monitor
returns to the default setting when next
switched on. If several video telephones
are connected to one door camera, the
picture control function is separately
selected and stored for each individual
monitor. Each user retains its own
individual picture selection. 

A standard commercially available 
SD memory card (accessory) extends the
capacity of the internal memory and
allows the pictures to be exported to PC
if required. Every time the call button is
pressed, the memory automatically
stores a picture of the entrance area,
although the camera can also be
manually actuated. 

Video memory list
The internal memory and an optional
memory card can be reached directly
from the main menu. Using the list, the
stored pictures are selected and
accessed as required.
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The decor variants above and
beyond the basic white version
(pictures see 46-51) are highly
expressive in character and
quite the opposite of neutral.
These variants feature
decorative panelling on the
front and rear of the housing
body. The choice of panelling
and surface treatment
determine the character and
appearance of the unit. The
housing, receiver and buttons
are translucent.
Metal surfaces radiate
permanence, elegance and
sophistication – all attributes
which make them an object of
desire. Siedle in-house
telephones exude their own
unique elegance with surface
finishes ranging from shiny and
reflective to shimmering: in
glass bead blasted stainless
steel, in silver anodized
aluminium, in high-gloss
chrome plating – or in the
ultimate luxury of gold plating.
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Siedle in-house telephones
Siedle Individual: Metal
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Siedle in-house telephones
Siedle Individual: Paintwork

Standard paintwork finishes:
Signal orange RAL 2010
Deep black RAL 9005
Ruby red RAL 3003
Light grey RAL 7035
Soft black

* Our soft paintwork finish is only
available in black for technical reasons.

Colours are an expression of
personality. Here is the ideal
opportunity to let loose your
inner creativity. There are five
standard colour shades
available for the in-house
telephones, among them an
innovative soft paintwork finish
with a velvety surface. A com-
plex multiple coating process
on the stainless steel panels
used ensures a lush, durable
paintwork finish. We will be
pleased to quote you for paint-
work finishes in any optional
shades not covered by the
standard colour range*. For
example to match the car, the
piano or the corporate logo:
After all, companies too have
their own individual identity
which is expressed in colours.
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Where metal gives off too cold,
plastic too synthetic and paint
too smooth an impression, then
wood can strike just the right
natural and warm note. The
panelling is made of real
precious laminated wood
veneer of the type used to
make high-quality furniture.
Although the natural character
of the wood remains visible and
tangible below the open-pored
sealing layer, the silk matt
surface is resistant to soiling
and can be more easily cleaned.
Wenge and bamboo wood
finishes are available. 

The example of precious wood
testifies to Siedle’s use of
unusual materials. What applies
to colours applies to material
too: We are open to ideas, we
check out the feasi-bility of
even the most unusual requests
and are happy to draw up an
individual quotation.

The housing panels are not made of
printed film but real stainless steel,
aluminium or precious wood. In order to
achieve a symmetrical structure and to
underpin the high quality of the design,
the back of the housing is given the
same surface structure as the front.
Wood is the exception to this rule: for
technical reasons the back cannot be
veneered with the requisite degree of
precision, and so instead is given a
stainless steel panel in a wood-like
colour.
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Siedle in-house telephones
Siedle Individual: Precious wood

The precious wood surface generates a
charming contrast between high tech
and nature. The graining of real wood is
as unique as the human fingerprint,
making each in-house telephone unique
and unmistakable. 
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A hands-free telephone enables
communication in its most 
original form: Through natural
conversation. And hands-free
devices do their job with the
same straightforward simplicity.
The clarity of their design 
ensures simple, intuitive 
operation - no need for a 
magnifying glass, pointed 
fingers or hurried searching for
the right button. 
The biggest button operates the
most important function - as
clearly indicated by the mouth
symbol: 
It is used to accept and 
terminate calls. If ever your
hands are full, it can be easily
pressed with your shoulder or
elbow. An integrated rocker
mechanism simultaneously 
regulates volume. 
Above it: Door release, light
switch, camera button and 
muting functions. When the 
telephone is in the muted 
status, the relevant button is
backlit in red. An incoming 
signal is indicated by a flashing
light. 
Slip-resistant material with a
pleasant feel, easily 
recognizable and intuitive 
symbols, signal LEDs and, last
but not least, the conscious 
decision to dispense with extre-
me miniaturization at any price -
a whole series of carefully 
considered details makes for
simpler, more reliable operation.

Siedle hands-free telephones
Simply natural. Naturally simple.

An end to operating errors: 
The generously dimensioned button is
used to accept and terminate calls and
to regulate volume. An LED indicates an
open speech connection.

Surface in precious bamboo wood 
veneer, housing and buttons translucent.
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An intelligent control system 
ensures outstanding hands-free
telephone speech quality. The
electronic system largely 
suppresses echo effects, 
background and interference
noise. The result: Clear, distinct
speech transmission.
The hands-free telephones are
available in the same design 
variants as Siedle in-house 
telephones, including paintwork
finishes, stainless steel, 
aluminium, chrome, precious
wood and real gold. A detailed
description of the material and
surface finishes is provided on
pages 50-55.

Surface in polished stainless steel, ruby
red high-gloss lacquer finish, housing and
buttons translucent. 
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Siedle hands-free telephones
Audio

Surface in silver anodized aluminium,
housing and buttons in translucent 
plastic.
An accessory strip turns the hands-free
telephone into a table-top version. 
Slip-resistant material ensures optimum
stability.
The microphone is well protected in an
inconspicuous location at the bottom
edge of the housing.

Housing in white plastic, buttons 
translucent.
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All video hands-free stations are
fitted with a brilliant 2.5 inch
colour screen. Rotary controllers
regulate brightness and colour
saturation.
The audio and video hands-free
telephone use the same large
speech button, door release,
light switch and muting key. 
The fourth button on the video 
model switches the door camera
manually to the monitor.

Above
Surface in glass bead blasted stainless
steel, housing and buttons translucent.

Left
Surface in polished and chrome plated
stainless steel, housing and buttons in
translucent plastic.
The steep angle of incline in the table-top
version guarantees optimum legibility of
the TFT screen.
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Siedle hands-free telephones
Video

Right
Housing in white plastic, buttons 
translucent.

Above
Surface finish in stainless steel with soft
black lacquer finish, housing and buttons
in translucent plastic.
With a housing depth of just 23 
millimetres, the hands-free telephones fit
so tightly against the wall that they are
unobtrusive even in the narrowest 
corridors.
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The prize-winning design and
silver metallic finish of the in-
door and outdoor station blend
perfectly with every building
and facade style. Simple
mounting and installation make
the video set ideal for moderni-
sation and renovation projects:
Two bell wires are sufficient for
calling, video, speech, light
switching and door release
functions. Surface-mounting
does away with the mess and
inconvenience of masonry
work.
The angle of vision of the
monochrome camera can be
regulated and individually
adjusted to the circumstances
in the entrance. Thanks to the
use of infrared lighting, it
supplies sharply focused
pictures even at night. After
actuating the call button – or
following manual actuation –
the camera picture appears on
the 4 inch monitor. Call
silencing, light switching and
door release operation round
off the package of available
functions. 

The video set
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Top
Door intercom set for a two-family
home. 
Telephone with door release and light
button, electronic differentiation
between door and storey calls, as well as
call silencing. Door station with
illuminated info sign and call buttons. 
In white. 

Right
This is how attractive an economical
solution for single family homes or
apartment blocks, holiday homes or
granny flats can look. In white or silver.

Siedle sets are designed
specifically for upgrading and
modernising existing systems. In
the wink of an eye you can
replace the old doorbell if it is
no longer working or no longer
does the job you need. The
simple surface mounting and
installation mean hardly any
effort or mess; as a rule no
masonry work or new cables
are required. Siedle door
intercom sets are available for
one and two-family homes.

Same design as the Siedle set
door station: the compact door
loudspeaker. Up to eight name
and call buttons can be
accommodated in its slimline
housing. 
Used in combination with an in-
house or public network tele-
phone from Siedle, it guaran-
tees optimum speech quality
and a sophisticated contem-
porary look.

The door communication set
The compact door loudspeaker
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Siedle-DoorCom
The link between door and telephone

Top
Receive door calls all around the house:
Siedle DoorCom links the front door to
the public network telephone. 

Right
Siedle-DoorCom works in conjunction
with door stations from all the product
series.

Imagine the scene: A visitor
rings at the doorbell, inside the
telephone rings – the normal
public network phone. Instead
of running to the intercom, you
answer where you happen to
be: on the terrace, in the
garden, in your study, in the
basement… and when away
from home, you pick up your
door calls on your mobile. 
Imagine the scene: In an office
building every individual work-
station can be called directly
from the door – without the
need for any additional
installation work. The connec-
tion makes use of the existing
communication channels and
terminals of the telephone
system or the PC network.
Siedle-DoorCom links communi-
cation worlds. From the one-
family home to the residential
complex, the universal interface
supplies wide-ranging additional
applications to enhance
convenience and provide wide-
ranging benefits. Ask your
electrical installer about the
possibilities and different
upgrade stages available!
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Exchange and modernization
New technology with minimal input

From door bell to
communication system
The door communication set
was developed for
modernisation of one and two-
family homes. Upgrading is
possible without masonry work
or laying new cables.

From door bell to video
system
Fast and uncomplicated: The
video set runs using the wires
of the existing bell system, and
is simply screwed to the wall.

From old communication
system to state-of-the-art
technology
Some day even the enduring
technology of an existing Siedle
system will be due for an
update. Special retrofit systems
fit precisely on the existing
housing, eliminating the need
for any masonry work.

From old Vario to new Vario
Years of use under inhospitable
conditions have taken their toll
on a good few Vario 511 series
systems. An adapter opens up
scope for simple replacement
by the successor model.
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“Smart home”, the intelligent
or networked house – these are
the terms which have been
used to coin a whole new form
of living and working, adding
convenience, security and
privacy to our everyday lives.
Siedle building communication
provides an essential foun-
dation for the living culture of
the future. An integrated inter-
face extends building manage-
ment technology to include the
entire functional scope of the
Siedle systems – from calling,
video and speech through
lighting and mail reception up
to biometric access control. 
The standardized interface
permits the exchange of
communication and control
signals with all common used
systems from leading suppliers.
These pages provide examples
of control, automation,
visualization and operation
using the Visiomatic Home
System

Top, centre
The Visiomatic terminals are available in
a variety of sizes, mounting variants and
finishes.

Bottom
The operating concept combines the five
fundamental areas of intelligent living in
a single overriding system.

Building technoloty

Infotainment  

Entertainment

Building communication

Telecommunication
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Intelligent living
Interfaces for building automation

Building communication
By integrating the Siedle systems,
building communication is united with
building control. An incoming door call
automatically turns the terminals into an
indoor intercom. The camera image is
superimposed, a speech connection
established. Alongside the basic
functions, the Visiomatic system offers
scope for wide-ranging special
applications, including door video
telephony with door recognition,
internal video telephony or surveillance
camera monitoring.

Building management
Individually adapted floor plans and
easily comprehensible symbols permit
intuitive, fast actuation, regulation and
control of the whole range of building
management such as lighting, heating
or ventilation.

Entertainment
The whole spectrum of entertainment
media and content are centrally stored
and decentrally controlled. The control
terminals transport you to every room at
the press of a finger. For instance
• Multi-room audio systems
• Home cinema
• TV
• Video, DVD
• CD changer, radio
• Audio and video streamer
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The Siedle exhibition centers
Your own impression is what counts

Like to see more? Then why not
pay us a visit! See Siedle in
action at one of our exhibition
centres. No brochure can ever
replace first-hand impressions,
and most dealers generally have
only a restricted selection from
the wide range of applications
covered by the Siedle system
world. So we set up our
exhibition centres for you to
come and experience Siedle
hands-on! 
Bring us your ideas and
requests, come with your plans,
with your architect or your
installer. Our advisors will be
pleased to help turn your ideas
into reality. Please phone to
arrange an appointment so that
we can give you our full
attention.
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The Vario modular system
The modules

The call buttons 
The call button module accommodates
one, two, three or four call buttons.
Clearly arranged, tamper-proof at the
front, lit from behind. In larger residental
units, simply combine more modules.

The card reader
Access control and door communication
in a formal and functional unit: The
module integrates standard commercial-
ly available card reading systems, putting
an end to cluttered individual solutions.

The electronic key reader
The alternative to the conventional key:
Holding the electronic key briefly in front
of the reading field opens the door. If
lost, the relevant key is simply disabled
in the system.

The halogen spotlight
The spotlight emphasizes what you want
noticed, accentuates contours and high-
lights design features..

The information
Plenty of space for house numbers,
names, company logos or opening
hours. Also for user lists in combination
with the code lock. With lighting.

The key-operated switch
Alarm systems, garage doors, roller
blinds - whatever you might wish to
open or shut: Key operated switches are
welcomed with open arms into the Vario
family. The module accommodates all
standard profile half-cylinders.

The video camera
High-resolution colour camera with 
adjustable wide-angle lens, integrated
infrared lighting and automatic night
switchover to monochrome operation. 

What it is you want, where you
want it and even when you
want it: With Siedle Vario, door
communication adapts itself to
your needs and preferences.
Siedle Vario fits in around you
and offers endless scope for
the changes you may want to
make in the future – just by 
exchanging modules. 

The surface area lighting 
Providing a soft, surface lighting cover-
age for whole groups of call buttons,
signs, letterboxes etc. - but also ideal as
a lighting feature in its own right. The
surface area lighting module is available
in different widths.

The code lock
Opens the door or serves as a control
centre for lighting  or any other func-
tions which can be switched or con-
trolled. Together with an info module
which indicates the call numbers, the
code lock can also be used as a call sys-
tem.

The movement sensor module/
photoelectric lighting controller
A heat sensor switches on the video
camera or the door call, and combined
with a photoelectrical lighting controller,
also the light. The photoelectric con-
troller also activates the module lighting.

The socket/the switch/the button
A 230 V socket or a switch can be conve-
niently positioned under a weather-proof
cover.

The info display
Like the surface area lighting, the info
display is available in different sizes. It
forms a perfect partnership with the
lamp, but is also highly effective as a
solo act for informing and guiding visi-
tors.

The space keeper
Video camera? Key-operated switch?
Card reader? Perhaps you still need to
think about it. This space keeper won’t
mind waiting for a decision. The upgrad-
able Vario system: It’s your call.

The door loudspeaker
The loudspeaker and microphone form
the basis of any door intercom system.
Siedle has perfect speech quality, even
with a high level of background noise.
The illuminated light button is integrated.

The call display
Particularly economical for large-scale res-
idential properties: One display replaces
rows of individual bells. The user is guid-
ed simply to the right name, pressing the
call button establishes the connection.

The ambient lighting
Available in three different lengths and
in all the Vario colours, it brightens not
only the door call station but the sur-
rounding area too. Suitable for combina-
tion with door communication elements
or as a separate light. It can be mounted
either horizontally or vertically. 

Fingerprint recognition
Reliable, simple, convenient: Door
release by fingerprint recognition puts
an end to worry about lost, mislaid, for-
gotten or stolen keys.

The Vario modular system
The modules

What it is you want, where you
want it and even when you
want it: With Siedle Vario, door
communication adapts itself to
your needs and preferences.
Siedle Vario fits in around you
and offers endless scope for
the changes you may want to
make in the future – just by
exchanging modules. 

Austria
Siedle Austria GmbH
Grabenweg 71/II
6020 Innsbruck
Tel. +43 512 363060
Fax +43 512 36306060
info@siedle.at
www.siedle.at

Belgium
S. Siedle & Söhne Telefon- und
Telegrafenwerke OHG
Verkoopkantoor Belgie-Luxemburg
Antwerpsestraat 20
2840 Rumst
Tel. +32 3 8805600
Fax +32 3 8805609
info@siedle.be
www.siedle.be

China
Nixon Technology Company Ltd.
5th Floor, 625 King's Road
North Point
Hong Kong
Tel. +852 28922188
Fax +852 28319973
nixontcl@nixontcl.com
www.nixontcl.com

Denmark
S. Siedle & Söhne Telefon- und
Telegrafenwerke OHG
Afdeling Danmark
Avedoreholmen 86
2650 Hvidovre
Tel. +45 36 772477
Fax +45 36 496349
info@siedle.dk
www.siedle.dk

Finland
FSM OY
Beckerintie 6
00410 Helsinki
Tel. +358 207 559500
Fax +358 207 559511
fsm@fsm.fi
www.fsm.fi

France
Evicom
96, route de Canta Galet
BP 3144
06203 Nice Cedex 3
Tel. +33 4 93447071
Fax +33 4 93449960
info@evicom.fr
www.evicom.fr

Great Britain
SISD Security Distribution
24 Wedgwood Way
Stevenage, SG1 4QF
Tel. +44 870 2413838
Fax +44 1438 354099
info@sisd.co.uk
www.@sisd.co.uk

Italy
Barbieri s.r.l.
Dr. Weiser Platz 4
39018 Terlan (BZ)
No. verde 800 892880
Tel. +39 0471 257960
Fax +39 0471 257964
contact@barbieri.info
www.barbieri.info

Netherlands
S. Siedle & Söhne Telefon- und
Telegrafenwerke OHG
Verkoopkantoor Nederland
Atoomweg 474
3542 AB Utrecht
Tel. +31 30 2414225
Fax +31 30 2412544
info@siedle.nl
www.siedle.nl

Norway
S. Siedle & Söhne Telefon- und
Telegrafenwerke OHG
Avdeling Norge NUF
Gamle Drammensvei 48
1369 Stabekk
Tel. +47 67110607
Fax +47 67110255
info@siedle.no
www.siedle.no

Portugal
TEV2 Distribuicao de Material Electrico,
Lda.
Rua D-Sector VII-Lote 137 - Zona Ind.
Maia I
4470-595 Maia 
Tel. +351 2 29438010
Fax +351 2 29485164
info@tev.pt
www.tev.pt

Russia
ZAO Pentacon
14, Grivtsova St.
190000 St. Petersburg
Tel. +7 812 4481000
Fax +7 812 4481001
www.siedle.ru

Sweden
Malux Sweden AB
Box 42144
126 15 Stockholm
Tel. +46 8 55676300
Fax +46 8 6459202
www.malux.se

Singapore
Nixon System(S) Pte. Ltd.
71 Ubi Crescent 
#08-08 Excalibur Centre
Singapore 408571
Tel. +65 63526460
Fax +65 63526461
www.nixontcl.com

Spain
Foresis S.A. 
Pol Ind. Barrio Las Fronteras-c/Limite, 16
28850 Torrejón de Ardoz (Madrid)
Tel. +34 91 6755980
Fax +34 91 6752162
foresis@foresis.info
www.foresis.info

Switzerland
Siedle Electric AG
Rotterdam Strasse 21
4053 Schweiz
Tel. +41 61 3312044
Fax +41 61 3313916
info@siedle.ch
www.siedle.ch

USA
Siedle Security Systems of America, LLC.
750 Parkway
Broomall, PA 19008
Toll-free-no. +800 8743353
Tel. +1 610 3539595
Fax +1 610 3539716
info@siedleusa.com
www.siedleusa.com

“At Siedle, individuality is an
underlying design principle.
The styling, functional charac-
teristics and design of our com-
munication systems adapt to
address the needs and wishes
of their owners. In the entrance
area, they always have. Now,
our new in-house telephone
range applies the same princi-
ple on the inside.”

Eberhard Meurer
Siedle-Design

Siedle communication systems
are as individual as the people
that use them. The clarity and
timeless simplicity of their
design provides the assurance
of universal appeal and elegant
integration into any type of
building structure. Just how
users see the system fitting into
their own personal environment
is entirely a matter of their own
personal taste and lifestyle choi-
ces. From the colour to the
functional features, each one of
our product series adapts to the
needs and preferences of the
customer:
The versatility of materials and
finishes offered for the Siedle
Classic door stations alone is
second to none.The modular
design concept of the Siedle
Vario system offers endless
scope for variation, and Siedle
Steel users are even invited to
participate in the production
process. Steel systems are plan-
ned and manufactured on the
basis of customer specifi-cation
as unique one-off units. And
Siedle in-house telephones are
available as standard in no
fewer than 96 varieties, as well
as offering scope for any special
requirements not covered as a
standard feature. 
The principle of providing maxi-
mum creative scope for the user
underpins the entire Siedle pro-
duct range. A principle called
“Siedle Individual”. 

Siedle communication systems
Individuality as a design principle
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BQuality Certification 
to DIN EN ISO 9001

Environmental Certification
to DIN EN ISO 14001 

Although this brochure pro-
vides a broad insight into our
product range, the high-end
communication system “Siedle
Steel” and the Siedle orienta-
tion system are showcased in
their own separate brochure.
Engineered for no-compromise
quality in terms of design,
choice of materials and work-
manship, every Steel system is
individually configured and
built in accordance with indi-
vidual customer specification.
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S. Siedle & Söhne

Postfach 1155
78113 Furtwangen

Bregstraße 1
78120 Furtwangen

Telefon +49 7723 63-0
Telefax +49 7723 63-300
www.siedle.de
info@siedle.de

Designpreis der 
Bundesrepublik Deutschland
Rat für Formgebung

red dot award
Design Zentrum 
Nordrhein Westfalen

iF design award
Industrie Forum Design
Hannover

Internationaler 
Designpreis 
Baden-Württemberg
Design Center Stuttgart

Innovationspreis
Architektur und Bauwesen

design plus
Light + Building
Rat für Formgebung

Neue Sammlung
München

Premio Intel Design
Mailand

European Community
Design Prize

Design: Siedle-Design
Eberhard Meurer

Quality Certification 
to DIN EN ISO 9001

Environmental Certification
to DIN EN ISO 14001 

Siedle products have recei-
ved multiple awards for the
outstanding quality of their
design. :

Although this brochure pro-
vides a broad insight into our
product range, the high-end
communication system “Siedle
Steel” and the Siedle orienta-
tion system are showcased in
their own separate brochure.
Engineered for no-compromise
quality in terms of design,
choice of materials and work-
manship, every Steel system is
individually configured and
built in accordance with indi-
vidual customer specification.
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